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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One of the greatest challenges in the study of disinformation and influence operations (IOs) is
measuring their impact. IO practitioners acknowledge that measuring the impact of their own
operations is a complex process that requires careful study and calibration; it is much harder for
operational researchers, whose job it is to identify and expose IO, without reliable information on what
the operation is trying to achieve.
This paper seeks to answer that challenge by proposing “The Breakout Scale,” a comparative model
for measuring IOs based on data that are observable, replicable, verifiable, and available from the
moment they were posted. It is intended for use by the operational research community for real-time
categorization of IOs as they are identified.
The breakout scale divides IOs into six categories, based on whether they remain on one platform or
travel across multiple platforms (including traditional media and policy debates), and whether they
remain in one community or spread through many communities. At the lowest end of the spectrum,
Category One operations only spread within one community on one platform, while Category Two
operations either spread in one community across multiple platforms, or spread across multiple
communities on one platform. Category Three operations spread across multiple social media
platforms and reach multiple communities.
Category Four operations break out from social media completely and are amplified by mainstream
media, while Category Five operations are amplified by high-profile individuals such as celebrities and
political candidates. An IO reaches Category Six if it triggers a policy response or some other form of
concrete action, or if it includes a call for violence.
The scale is designed to allow operational researchers to compare the probable impact of different
operations in real time and on the basis of measurable and replicable evidence. It also underscores
the importance of mainstream journalists, policymakers, and celebrities. Such high-profile influencers
can play a pivotal role in bringing IOs to new audiences: It will be important to raise their awareness of
the ways in which they can themselves be targeted by influence operators.
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THE INFLUENCE OPERATION
CHALLENGE

success: Working from some 5,500 miles away, it
managed to mobilize two adversarial, potentially
armed, groups in America. However, with hindsight,
that assumption was questionable at best. Turnout
for the rallies was small: There were under a
dozen anti-Muslim protesters, few of them armed,
and only an estimated 60 counter-protesters.5
Nobody was hurt, and the only arrest reported
was of a woman who failed to get out of the way
of a maneuvering police car.6 Was the turnout
a success for the operators, or was the lack of
violence a disappointment? Without knowing what
the Russian trolls wanted to achieve, it is impossible
to know whether they achieved it.

One of the greatest challenges in the study of
disinformation and influence operations (IO) is
measuring their impact.1 The purpose of this paper
is to propose a comparative model for operational
researchers — those who seek to study and
expose live IOs in real time, whether open-source
analysts, journalists, or in-platform investigators
— to calibrate their assessments of an operation’s
impact, and to compare the impact of different
operations according to a common analytical
framework that goes beyond the raw numbers of
social media engagement.

A second challenge is that IOs are typically aimed
at influencing the target audience’s sentiment.
The traditional way of measuring that influence
would be through repetitive opinion polling before,
during, and after the campaign.7 Sentiment
analysis of comments on social media can provide
a proxy for polling,8 but is, by definition, limited
to those who actually commented, and cannot
provide information on those who saw a piece of
content but did not react publicly. Large-scale
sentiment analysis is further complicated by the
different conversation structures and data access
limitations of different platforms.9 Thus, even if
researchers can identify the sentiment that the
IO sought to influence, it is difficult to observe and
measure changes in that sentiment across the
target audience.

IO practitioners acknowledge that measuring
the impact of their own operations is a complex
process that requires careful study and calibration.
The U.S. Army manual on Information Operations
devotes nine pages to impact assessment, with an
emphasis on measurable changes in behavior.2
Similarly, the Internet Research Agency (IRA) in
St. Petersburg was obsessed with impact metrics,
both on the production side (number of posts
and comments per day) and on the consumption
side (numbers of likes and retweets), according to
former Russian trolls.3
If it is difficult for the people running an operation to
define how well they are performing, it is even more
difficult for outside observers. First, they do not
necessarily know what that operation was trying to
achieve. As an example, on May 21, 2016, the IRA
covertly organized two competing rallies in Houston,
Texas. One side was protesting an Islamic cultural
center, the other was counter-protesting. According
to a Houston journalist, the Facebook invitation
to the “Stop Islamization of Texas” protest ended:
“Feel free to bring along your firearms, concealed
or not!”4

Third, geopolitical IOs tend to be aimed at influencing
sentiment on large-scale, strategic subjects.
State-sponsored IOs have, for example, sought to
depress voter support for Hillary Clinton,10 discredit
the Hong Kong protesters11 and the Syrian Civil
Defence (also known as the White Helmets rescue
group),12 increase support for the Iranian state13
and the Honduras government,14 discredit critics
of hard-line Western policies towards Iran,15 and
promote pro-Saudi, anti-Iranian sentiment.16 These
are complex topics where many other factors also
impact audience sentiment, and the chains of cause
and effect are tangled. Operational researchers are

At first sight, it is a shocking story, and it captured
analysts’ attention when it was exposed in
November 2017. The initial assumption, including
by this author, was that the troll operation was a
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unlikely to be able to disambiguate the different
factors and identify the exact role played by IOs
while the influence attempt is underway.

and the number of times that each user may have
been exposed to the operation’s content. Finally,
the numbers give no indication of whether offline
citizens — those who are not on social media —
were also exposed to IRA messaging. The aggregate
number of 126 million potential viewers confirms
that the IRA was running a big operation, but it
cannot be used to measure meaningful impact.

Finally, investigators very seldom come across IOs
right at the start. Far more commonly, they encounter
the IO in progress and have to devote considerable
time to working out when the operation started
and what assets were being deployed. This means
that the investigators typically work off partial and
evolving datasets, which inevitably affects definitive
impact measurement.

Engagement numbers are not the only tool available.
Researchers can, for example, use internet search
results to illustrate how much of the conversation
is dominated by the IO,19 or examine the spread of
specific artifacts created by the IO, such as memes,
videos, hashtags, or unique word formations.20
These approaches provide crucial insights into
the performance of individual operations or
moments within those operations, but they lack a
standardized scale of measurement which would
allow researchers to compare different operations.

APPROXIMATING IMPACT
Researchers have developed a number of solutions
to these challenges. One common approach is to
focus on the raw metrics of social media engagement,
such as the number of likes or shares a specific piece
of content received. This approach treats reach as
a proxy for impact, and it can give an impression of
scale. For example, several news outlets reported
that as many as 126 million American Facebook
users could have seen IRA-created content on that
platform between January 2015 and August 2017.17
(Some researchers attempt to nuance these figures
by comparing the IO they are exposing with the reach
of genuine news outlets, but this runs the risk of the
researcher choosing an inappropriate comparison
which makes “their” IO look more important.)

This paper seeks to fill that gap by proposing “The
Breakout Scale,” a comparative model for measuring
IO based on data that are observable, replicable,
verifiable, and available from the moment they were
posted. The operational research community can
use this scale for real-time categorization of IO as
they are identified.

PRINCIPLES OF THE
BREAKOUT SCALE

However, traffic numbers on a single platform
are a poor approximation for an IO’s overall
impact, especially when the IO works across many
platforms: In the case of the IRA’s 126 million
Facebook views, for example, the figure took no
account of IRA content on Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube, and various other websites. Aggregating
the numbers across different platforms without
providing further context can also prove misleading:
The IRA posted over 9 million tweets between 2014
and 2017,18 but more of these were in Russian
than in English, making the overall number a poor
indicator of impact. The numbers also fail to factor
in any artificial amplification by fake accounts, the
size of the audience segments that were targeted,

This paper takes the view that, for researchers
into live operations, it is not practically possible
to measure sentiment change, and thus to arrive
at a direct assessment of impact. However, if an
influence operation is to change the beliefs or
behavior of a community, it has to be able to land its
content in front of that community first, and the way
a message passes from one community to another
can be tracked and measured. The Breakout
Scale seeks to define how effectively the content
launched by influence operations spreads in three
dimensions — on social media, in the mainstream
media, and in real life — using factors that can be
compared across different operations.
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Following the concept proposed by IO researcher
Alicia Wanless, the scale considers the information
environment as a complex ecosystem21 in which
each social media platform is a discrete entity that
exists alongside the others, and alongside many
other sources of information and communication,
such as radio, TV, print newspapers, blogs, political
declarations, and legislative initiatives.

shared.25 It can be a broader community that is
active across multiple platforms. This was the
case with the Black Lives Matter movement,
which the IRA targeted across Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and blog posts from 2015 onwards.26 It
can be an individual whom the IO approaches with
personally tailored messages, emails, or mentions
on social media, as in the case of the Iranian
operation “Distinguished Impersonator,” which
used fabricated journalist personas to approach
real individuals for interviews.27 One operation can
attempt different insertion points at different stages
of the process, such as the Russian operation
“Secondary Infektion”28 that leaked U.K.-U.S. trade
documents ahead of the British election in 2019:
This started on Reddit, moved to tagging politicians
and journalists on Twitter, and ended by emailing
political activists directly.29

The most dangerous influence operations
will be those that show the greatest ability to
spread to many different communities, across
many platforms, and into real-life discourse.
A story planted by a disinformation actor can be
considered akin to a virus that is inserted into the
ecosystem.22 As in nature, the virus will typically
start by attempting to infect one entity. However,
even if it fully infects that entity, the entity in
question only represents a small percentage of the
total ecosystem. For a virus to spread throughout
the ecosystem, it must be able to jump from one
entity to another.23 The most potentially dangerous
viruses will thus be those that show the greatest
ability to jump from one entity to another. Or, to
return to our subject, the most dangerous influence
operations will be those that show the greatest
ability to spread to many different communities,
across many platforms, and into real-life discourse.

Breakout moments occur when an influence
operation’s message spreads organically from
the insertion point into new communities.30
This represents an escalation of the operation’s
potential impact, as it introduces it to parts of the
information ecosystem where it was not present
before.
Breakout moments can be on-platform, when a
user at the insertion point picks up a message
from the IO and repeats it to a new audience (e.g.,
a genuine Black Lives Matter activist retweeting an
IRA meme). They can be cross-platform, when a user
at the insertion point posts a message from the IO
onto a platform where that IO has no presence (e.g.,
an American Confederate user taking a screenshot
of an IRA tweet and posting it on Instagram, or a
pro-China user taking a clip from a pro-government
video on YouTube and sharing it on TikTok). They
can be cross-medium, when messages or content
that started on social media are picked up and
reproduced by traditional media31 (such as the
many news outlets around the world that embedded
IRA tweets in their reports).32 They can land their
messages with major influencers, when a highprofile figure unaffiliated with the operation (such
as a politician or celebrity) repeats the operation’s

The key steps in assessing a particular operation
are therefore to identify where the IO actor first
planted it (the “insertion point(s)”)24 and whether it
managed to break out of that particular ecological
niche to infect other entities (the “breakout
moment(s)”).
The insertion point can be a community on a single
platform. This was the case in Saudi Arabia’s
Twitter operations against Qatar in the summer of
2017, during which Saudi royal adviser Saud alQahtani repeatedly tweeted anti-Qatar hashtags:
These scored high traffic numbers, but the shares
were primarily among existing Saudi supporters,
to judge by their profiles and the content they
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message, especially if they explicitly endorse it. At
the very top of the scale, they can have a policy
impact, if decisionmakers shape or change their
policies as a result of the IO’s work, or carry a call
to violence, which gives them an imminence and
urgency they might not otherwise have.33

it provides a way to approximate an operation’s
potential impact in close to real time. It can also
be used to compare different operations according
to a standard scale, which is based on observed
incidents, rather than aggregated data flows or
estimates of reach, impressions or viewing figures.

One operation can have successive breakout
moments. For example, in 2016, Russia’s military
intelligence service, commonly known as the GRU,
hacked into the servers of the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) and downloaded thousands of
emails.34 The operation that followed first created
a false “hacktivist” persona (insertion point) which
attracted followers (on-platform breakout followed
by cross-platform breakout), and reached out to
individual journalists to pitch the leaks to them
(cross-medium breakout). WikiLeaks then contacted
the Russian operation and offered to host future
leaks on its behalf, arguing that “it will have a much
higher impact than what you are doing” (breakout
via a major influencer).35 Ultimately, the release of
the DNC emails led to the resignation of DNC Chair
Debbie Wasserman Schultz and other senior DNC
staff (breakout manifesting in policy impact).36

THE BREAKOUT SCALE: SIX
CATEGORIES OF OPERATION
Using the concept of breakout moments as a guide,
researchers can divide IOs into six categories on
an ascending scale. Each category represents the
influence operation at a specific moment in time, so
operations can both rise up the scale and fall back
down it. For example, the IRA of September 2014
(multiple platforms, little organic breakout) was
very different from the IRA of late 2016 (multiple
platforms and breakouts manifesting in policy
impact), and this in turn was different from the IRA
of November 2018 (multiple platforms and direct
outreach, no breakout) or October 2019 (single
platform, limited breakout).
The scale is actor-agnostic and can be used to
compare influence operations, conspiracy theories,
and a wide range of online activities. These can
include deliberate disinformation efforts, the
broader spread of misinformation tropes (such
as coronavirus-related false information), and
even the potential impact of official government
communications compared with covert campaigns
run by the same governments. It is especially
intended for operational researchers, including
at the social media platforms, as a rapid tool for
reducing widely differing influence operations to a
common scale, and thus enabling a prioritization of
resources, and a greater degree of coordination, in
the response.

Each successive breakout moment brings the IO’s
content to a larger and/or more influential audience.
As such, these breakout moments form a rising scale
of potential impact, from one user community, to
many online communities, to communities both onand offline, to influencers and policymakers. This
does not necessarily equate to actual impact: For
example, a policymaker may repeat an IO’s message
in a debate but have it rejected. Likewise, any
actual impact may not necessarily be the result the
IO wanted to achieve, given that the IO’s intentions
are unlikely to be known. For the purposes of this
paper, the importance of the breakout scale is that
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THE BREAKOUT SCALE

!
CATEGORY ONE

one platform, no breakout

CATEGORY TWO

one platform, breakout OR
many platforms, no
breakout

CATEGORY THREE

CATEGORY FOUR

multiple platforms,
multiple breakouts

cross-medium breakout

Category One: one platform, no
breakout

CATEGORY FIVE

celebrity amplification

CATEGORY SIX

policy response OR
call for violence

An example of the former is the IRA’s IO iteration of
2019, dubbed “IRACopyPasta,” which was almost
exclusively active on Instagram.40 This targeted
multiple communities, including Black Lives Matter,
Blue Lives Matter, LGBT, and Confederate groups,
and some of its posts did achieve engagement
from users who were not affiliated with the
operation, indicating at least a degree of breakout
on Instagram. However, this part of the operation
remained on Instagram alone: Searches across
other platforms did not reveal equivalent assets or
repetitions of the same posts that could be reliably
traced back to this source.

Category One operations exist on a single platform,
and their messaging does not spread beyond the
community at the insertion point.
The content may spread within that community,
but it fails to reach new audiences. As such, it may
reinforce that community’s existing beliefs, but
it has little opportunity to convert users in other
communities, or to spread more broadly.
Politically themed clickbait and spam often falls
into this category.37 A Polish operation on Twitter
in 2017, heavily astroturfed (meaning the actual
creators were masked and the operation was made
to look as if it had grassroots origins), that accused
Polish political protesters of astroturfing, was a
Category One. It generated 15,000 tweets in a few
minutes, failed to catch on, and dropped back to
zero within a couple of hours.38 On Facebook, Iran’s
early attempts to interfere in the U.S. Republican
Party’s 2012 primaries and the 2014 independence
referendum in Scotland were Category One efforts.
They stayed on one platform and struggled to
generate engagement even in the communities
they were apparently targeting (supporters of Ron
Paul or of Scottish independence).39

An example of the latter is the pro-Chinese
government
spam
network
“Spamouflage
Dragon.”41 This posted political content mixed with
spam (which we assume to have been a camouflage
measure, hence the name) across YouTube,
Facebook, and Twitter. It operated a substantial
number of assets — in the hundreds across all
three platforms — but all of the reactions to its posts
came from other members of the same network.
To date, no evidence has surfaced to suggest that
substantial numbers of genuine users reacted to its
posts. As such, the Spamouflage Dragon network
existed on multiple platforms, but failed to break
out of its insertion point on any of them.

Category Two: one platform, breakout;
many platforms, no breakout

Category Three: multiple platforms,
multiple breakouts

Category Two operations either spread beyond the
insertion point but stay on one platform, or feature
insertion points on multiple platforms, but do not
spread beyond them.

Category Three influence operations feature
insertion points and breakout moments on multiple
platforms, but do not spread onto mainstream
media.
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More than most, Category Three is a transient
category, in that influence operations seldom finish
their lives as Category Threes: They tend to either
remain stuck in the lower categories or accelerate
onwards into Category Four. This is because stories
that are substantial enough to break out of their
insertion points and spread organically on multiple
platforms are likely to draw the attention of tech
and social media journalists, and thus to land in
the traditional media as well.

reporting. For example, in January 2017, the
Los Angeles Times embedded tweets from two
different IRA Twitter accounts into its reporting on
the reaction to Starbucks’s decision to offer jobs
to refugees. With the embedded tweets, the IRA
effectively supplanted the voice of the American
alt-right in this article.43 IRA persona Jenna Abrams
was the focus of a brief article on “her” tweet about
Kim Kardashian.44 IRA persona @SouthLoneStar
gained notoriety in the United Kingdom with an antiMuslim tweet immediately after the London Bridge
terrorist attack of March 2017, which was featured
in coverage by some of the country’s biggest
tabloids.45 Much of the coverage was hostile to the
troll account, but the coverage itself exposed the
account to a broad new audience.

The most notorious recent examples of Category
Three efforts are conspiracy theories such as
“Pizzagate” and “QAnon” before they were picked
up and reported by the mainstream media. These
efforts — which were deliberately deceptive works
of fiction, but which appeared domestic in origin
— started on fringe forums, notably 4chan, and
picked up genuinely conspiracy-minded adherents
on a range of social media platforms before they
reached mainstream attention.

Cross-medium breakout can work in both directions.
In April 2017, the Russian state TV channel Zvezda
ran the false claim that a Russian aircraft had
disabled a U.S. Aegis cruiser by jamming it.46 The
false claim was based on an online article by a
pro-Kremlin writer (breakout from electronic to
traditional media). The Zvezda piece was then
picked up by a range of blogs that spread it through
conspiracy-minded communities on social media
(breakout from traditional media in Russian to
social media in English).

While usually ephemeral, Category Three is
important in the overall scale, because it is the
last category before an operation’s story breaks
out of the online medium entirely and makes it into
traditional media. If researchers find an operation
that they classify as Category Three, a timely
exposure or other response will be crucial before
the operation can break new ground.

Category Five: celebrity amplification
Beyond mainstream media reporting, IOs reach
Category Five status if celebrities amplify their
messages — especially if they explicitly endorse
them. This gives the information operators a
powerful external validation, effectively attaching
the celebrity’s seal of approval and personal
credibility to the operation’s message.

Category Four: cross-medium breakout
Category Four operations manage to break out of
the social media sphere entirely and are reported
by the mainstream media, either as embedded
posts or as reports.
The Iranian operation “Endless Mayfly” was an
example of an IO that attained Category Four
status: It created a fake website to run a false story
about Qatar’s preparation for the 2020 World Cup,
which was briefly reported by Reuters.42

President Donald Trump has been among those
to give influence operations the boost to Category
Five status. For example, in a campaign speech on
September 28, 2016, he claimed that Google was
“suppressing the bad news about Hillary Clinton.”47
The underlying theory had been debunked as early
as June 2016,48 but Kremlin outlet Sputnik ran a
lengthy article on it on September 12,49 and this

As noted above, the IRA achieved Category Four
status on numerous occasions when tweets by
its accounts were embedded into mainstream
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version of the story was amplified by pro-Trump
outlets including Breitbart, which was likely Trump’s
source.50 The overall story was not a Russian
creation, but Sputnik played the pivotal role in
amplifying it until it reached conservative American
circles.

Conspiracy theories can also tip over into Category
Six if they come with the credible risk of violence.
The “Pizzagate” theory that led an armed American
to “self-investigate” a pizzeria in Washington, D.C.,55
and the various anti-5G theories that led British
arsonists to attack mobile-phone towers, fall into
this category.56 This is important to bear in mind,
because such theories can seem so obviously false
that it is easy to dismiss them out of hand. They can
nevertheless cause real-world harm if they reach a
susceptible audience.

The term “celebrity” here is broadly defined:
Politicians are not the only high-impact amplifiers
who can boost influence operations and false claims.
On one occasion, musician Roger Waters (formerly
of Pink Floyd) falsely accused the White Helmets
rescue group of being “fake,” a claim spread by the
Kremlin and the Assad regime.51 On another, actor
Woody Harrelson shared on Instagram the false
claim that the 5G mobile phone network “may be
exacerbating” the spread of COVID-19.52

IMPLICATIONS FOR
RESPONSES
The primary purpose of this model is to allow
operational researchers to situate the IO they are
studying in the broader ecosystem of influence
attempts, and to gauge its approximate impact
relative to other known operations.

Category Six: policy response; call for
violence
An IO reaches Category Six if it triggers a policy
response or some other form of concrete action,
or if it includes a call for violence.53 This is a
(thankfully) rare category. Most Category Six
influence operations are associated with hack-andleak operations which use genuine documents to
achieve their aim; they can also be associated with
conspiracy theories or other operations that incite
people to violence.

This should both allow responders to categorize
and prioritize their responses to the IO and
enable reporting of the operations on the basis of
measurable and replicable evidence, thus reducing
the danger of either panic or complacency.
The model also underscores the important role that
influencers — both on social media and in society
at large — play in providing IO with their breakout
moments. This applies to journalists, who risk
bringing an IO to new audiences if they fall for its
messages; it also applies to politicians. Not least, it
applies to celebrities and other public figures — all
those who have a substantial audience, especially
one that is not generally politically engaged, since
these are the communities which are least likely to
come across IOs via other routes.

For example, the Russian hacking of the Democratic
National Committee in 2016 was a Category Six
operation because the subsequent leaks led to the
resignation of several senior DNC staff, including
chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz.54 The
IRA’s operation reached Category Six in May 2016
when it organized two conflicting demonstrations in
Houston, Texas, and advised demonstrators to bring
their arms. As noted above, there are legitimate
reasons to question how effective the operation
was in hindsight, but if operational researchers had
identified it before the event, the danger of having
two groups of armed and conflicting Americans
facing off would have made it a matter of urgency.

Multiple IOs have shown how operators micro-target
potential amplifiers via email, direct message,
@-mentions, and other forms of direct outreach.
Journalists are a favorite target, but the trade
leaks, for example, also approached politicians and
political activists directly.
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It is influencers such as these who have the
greatest potential to move IO out of the lower, barely
noticed categories, into positions of prominence
with substantial new audiences — and experience
shows that the information operators know this.
Politicians, journalists, and influencers should all
beware direct outreach, and verify startling claims
before they repeat them.

But like influence operations, information
consumers are created unequal: Mainstream
journalists, politicians, and celebrities occupy a
privileged and vulnerable position, because they
have audiences far beyond the scope of the average
citizen. Such influencers can make the difference
between a weaponized leak or false story staying in
the shadows and reaching a nationwide audience.
The Breakout Scale is a reminder for influencers
that they themselves can easily become the carrier,
or the target, of influence operations. Their power
to reach many people carries the responsibility to
use that power with care.

CONCLUSION
Not all influence operations are created equal.
Many never spread beyond the platforms where
they are planted, but a rare few can break out
entirely and change the course of a political
debate, at least temporarily. For operational
researchers, the challenge is to determine which
is which. The Breakout Scale is designed to allow
such researchers to make and communicate that
determination efficiently, based on criteria that are
measurable, replicable and transparent.
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